The Leadership Circle is a community of our generous and engaged sisters who invest $1,000 or more each year in unrestricted support for the Alpha Chi Omega Foundation. By making a Leadership Circle gift, you join Alpha Chi Omega’s philanthropic leaders in shaping the future of our Fraternity by helping to underwrite important philanthropic, educational and leadership initiatives.

Many benefits are included in a Leadership Circle membership, such as:

- Opportunities to enjoy invitation-only events with Fraternity and Foundation leaders
- Recognition in the Foundation Honor Roll and at National Convention
- Special communications throughout the year
- An exclusive charm bracelet for the first year of membership
- A yearly membership charm uniquely designed for Leadership Circle members

We look forward to welcoming you to the Leadership Circle!

Thank you to our 2016-17 Leadership Circle donors!

Maurine Anderson  Jenn Cornell  Traci Gerdes  Florence  Judith Phillips  Bev Stratman
Judy Anderson  Julie Crawford  Cassie Gerhardt  Kirschbaum  MerLynn Pitcher  Judy Sweeney
Jari Askins  Nancy Crowther  Marykay Gillam  Kristin Koppen  Tammy Porsche  Suzanne Symcox
Mary Baker  Jan Culver  Robin Gladstein  Angie Kucharski  Susan Pyke  Tonya Tatum
Julie Balk  Jan Curschman  Laura Glenn  Jill Lacy  Lee Pyper  Glenna Taubert
Cindy Ballard  Jill Dale  Kathy Gore  Jessica Lahey  Mary Ramser  Melissa Taylor
Constance Barsky  Jennifer Daurora  Marilyn Grace  Mary Pat Lambke  Karen Rayburn  Anne Teaford-Cantor
LaVone Bartine  Sharon Davies  Marsha Grady  Esther Lawson  Susie Rehorn  Christi Tennyson
Ruth Bartlett  Gwen Deal  Margaret Grady  Sharon Lease  Carmen Rene  Carrie Tergin
Caryn Beck-Dudley  Alex DeVivo  Pam Graham  Miriam Lee  Jeny Richards  Jennifer Terry
Catherine Bessant  Polly Dobbs  Leigh Grantham  Carolyn Lee  Britain Riley
Ann Binggeli  Elizabeth Donaldson  Sue Greathouse  Shirley LeForge  Bridget Riordan
Diane Blackwelder  Janelle Donaldson  Amanda Greene  Yvonne Lentz-Kelley  Patty Russell
Erin Bley  Shawn Donnelley  Eryn Grier  Amy Lescher  Katie Samuels
Leslie Block  Ann DiAntonio  Martha Schneidner  Martha Schneidner  Babbs Shande
Diane Boone  Polly Dobbs  Liza Hallsten  Angelia Harris  Mona Schmidt
Cathy Boragno  Barbara Eaton  Miek Hart  Miek Hart  Judy Schmuck
Kami Borden  Susan Eich  Ginny Haviland  Ginny Haviland  Judy Schubert
Christine Bornand  Elaine Ellerton  Michelle Hawes  Alice Hawk  Nancy Selleck
Shirley Bostrom  Vicki Elmore  Jennifer Healy  Kathy Madsen  Willie Shafer
Maya Botvinick  Diane Erdman  Alice Hawk  Katey Madsen  Betsy Shannon
Lynn Bower  Jan Faulkner  Jennifer Healy  Sarah Marra  Julie Shapiro
Mikelle Brady  Denise Faus  Maureen Heckin  Carla Mattson  Kara Sheets
Lisa Brock  Judy Fccl  Anne Heekin  Carla Mattson  Nan Shively
Julie Burkhard  Kori Fellows  Lynne Herndon  Max Maxwell  Margi Shostedt
Sandra Burr  Amanda Finch  Lynne Herndon  Lynne Herndon  Maggie Ward
Christine Bush  Joyce Fleming  Deirdre Hill  Deirdre Hill  Deb Wehrman
Kathy Butkiewicz  Lynn Ford  Kristin Himsel  Kristin Himsel  Mary Welch
Sally Callahan  Sherry Forsee  Lisa Hoegerman  Lisa Hoegerman  Lynette Wert
Christina Carroll  Sylvia Foster  Sharon Holbrook  Sharon Holbrook  Suzanne Wester
Tanya Case  Allison Foster  Carolyn Hrach  Carolyn Hrach  Janice Whitlow
Lillian Cawley  Ellie Fox  Jo Hurley  Jo Hurley  LouAnn Wilcox
Dorothy Chambers  Lorna Fox  Janis Hurter  Janis Hurter  Susan Wilson
Susan Chandler  Katie Gaffin  Carol Hutcheson  Carol Hutcheson  Mary Winkler
Donna Cherek  Shannon Gallagher-Bolton  Jennifer Jackson  Jennifer Jackson  Julie Wisbrock
Suzanne Cobb  Phyllis Gambill  Jill Javors  Jill Javors  Corinne Wolfe
Lauryn Coit  Patty Garrard  Alice Johnson  Alice Johnson  Suzanne Wyness
Heather Coleman  Mary Gendry  Amy Kates  Amy Kates  Sherry Stone
June Cook  Mary Gendry  Joyce Kennedy  Joyce Kennedy  Lynne Strasser